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superstar and inventor dr. tony stark was born in brooklyn, new york, and spent much of his childhood in the iron heights penitentiary, where his father was an excellent doctor and his mother was a respected engineering professor at empire state university. his parents' work made him fascinated with technology, as he was raised to be an exemplary child. at the age of 13, he was taken from prison by pepper potts, whom he has since proposed to and become a hero, gaining the name "tony" from the potts family and the nickname
"stark". to date, his parents are the only people who know about his identity. he graduated college and initially pursued a career as an engineer at his fathers company, stark industries. however, he ultimately quit stark industries and created the immense fortune that would allow him to build the various stark-created projects which he is famous for. tony has had a longtime romantic involvement with pepper potts, though his former crime and "iron man" persona have kept them from marriage until the latter's death. their

relationship and his marriage to natasha romanoff, often referred to as "the black widow" has been very important to his character development. he owns a large personal fortune and a private jet, and is mostly a recluse. his character is based on jim rhodes, who was portrayed by don cheadle. tom holland portrays tony in the marvel cinematic universe, where his earlier origin story takes place. he is a rare child prodigy with genius-level intellect and a genius-level i.q. as well as being an expert in many technical fields including
robotics and aviation.
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shiva cartoon full series, blueray, best quality summary: this holiday season, kids are in for a special summer adventure with their favourite superkid shiva. after the immense success of its first made- for- television movie, superkid shiva is back with another heart-pounding, mind-boggling and
thrilling quest shiva and the lost tribe which will leave its young viewers enticed. a true hero, with exceptional talent, intellect and ability along with his gang of friends and his super bike is all set to embark on this mission on sunday june 3rd, 2018 on nickelodeon at 11:30 am. in this expedition, shiva

and his squad are on a mission to solve the bizarre and extraordinary mystery of a crying mountain, where they encounter a clan of ancient lost hududu tribe. the tribe is gifted with a divine power to control nature which puts them in jeopardy as super evil scientist, danny danger wants to harness
their powers for his own malicious benefits. will superkid shiva be able to stop danny danger and rescue the tribe from his clutches the evil villain must not succeed, shiva must stop him by all means. get ready for an edge of the seat adventure with shiva and the lost tribe. 5ec8ef588b
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